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E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in 1935, has become one of the treasures of historical writing
since its first publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold over half a million copies, and the book
is available worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the best-known art historian of his time, and
his text suggests illustrations on every page. This illustrated edition of the Little History brings together the pellucid
humanity of his narrative with the images that may well have been in his mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two
hundred illustrations—most of them in full color—are not simple embellishments, though they are beautiful. They emerge
from the text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this edition the
text is reset in a spacious format, flowing around illustrations that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs,
and symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn maps, a revised preface, and a new index. Blending high-grade
design, fine paper, and classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift book and an enhanced edition of a timeless account
of human history.
This carefully researched book provides an operational level analysis of European warfare from 1792 to 1815 that
includes the tactics, operations, and strategy of major conflicts of the time. • Integrates topics as diverse as naval
warfare, maneuver warfare, compound warfare, and counterinsurgency • Covers major campaigns during the French
Revolution and Napoleonic Wars that reflect elements of operational art • Includes short biographies of key figures that
help add depth to readers' understanding of the players behind the battles • Provides a chronology of major campaigns
of the Napoleonic Wars • Uses modern models to examine campaigns of the period
Reproduction of the original: The Camp-Fires of Napoleon by Henry C. Watson
With the help of industrialist Andrew Carnegie, the author of this remarkable book spent two decades interviewing
hundreds of people renowned for their wealth and achievement. Napoleon Hill's all-time bestseller in the personal
success field offers priceless advice on positive thinking and overcoming adversity by distilling the collective wisdom of
Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, John D. Rockefeller, and other successful figures from the worlds of finance, industry, and
the arts. Growing rich, Hill explains, is about far more than just making money. "Whatever the mind can conceive and
believe," he asserts, "it can achieve with positive mental attitude." Hill outlines 13 principles of success involving goal
setting, developing entrepreneurial thinking, and exercising effective leadership. A must for any reader of The Secret, this
guide will transform the way you think about time, money, and relationships, setting your feet on the path to financial
freedom.
In the second volume of this epic work, John H. Gill traces Napoleon's progress as he sought to complete his victory over
the Habsburgs. The war had erupted on April 10th with Austria's invasion of Germany and Italy. After just two weeks,
Napoleon had battered the Habsburg Archduke Charles in a series of bruising defeats. This volume begins with
Napoleon astride the Danube at Regensburg. He faced a critical strategic choice – whether to pursue the injured Austrian
main army into Bohemia or march directly for Vienna, the seat of Habsburg power. After electing to target Vienna, his
troops defeated the Austrians in the brutal Battle of Ebelsberg, allowing him to enter the city on May 13th. However on
the far side of the Danube, he then suffered a dramatic loss at the gruelling, two-day Battle of Aspern. While his Danube
forces recovered from this setback, the Emperor cleared trouble from his strategic flanks. Gill describes in vivid detail the
hopeful Habsburg invasion of Italy, led by the 27-year-old Archduke Johann, and the fierce French counter-offensive
under Napoleon's stepson, Eugene de Beauharnais (also aged 27). In a series of encounters across Italy, de
Beauharnais rebounded from initial defeat to advance triumphantly into Austrian territory, shattering and scattering
Johann's army. In the wake of Aspern, while the Austrians vacillated, Napoleon gathered every man, horse and gun
around Vienna, setting the stage for the gigantic spectacle of the Battle of Wagram, the final chapter in the story of the
1809 war.
Over 100 maps and diagrams are included. As one of the foremost of a new generation of officers around the time of
Prussian expansionism and the birth of a federal Germany, he was to experience much warfare first-hand. After
graduating with honours from the famed Prussian Kriegsakadamie he was appointed to the planning unit of the German
General Staff. He was to see the plans that he worked upon come to bloody but successful conclusions during the wars
with Austria in 1866 and most famously the annihilation of French army during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870.
Schlieffen’s lasting impression on the world was his famous “Schlieffen Plan” which he designed to enable the German
army to knock France out of a two front war by a huge flanking manoeuvre through the Low Countries. He studied
military history extensively leading to his most famous work was “Cannae”, intended to explain and illustrate the driving
idea of the battle of encirclement that had achieved so much success throughout history. Using examples from the wars
of Hannibal, Frederick the Great, Napoleon and the recent German led wars with Austria and France, he sets out how the
encirclement and destruction of an enemy’s army should be achieved. The book was seen as a watershed in military
theory and was widely read across the world; to ensure that the ideas were disseminated to their students the American
Army translated it into English. The effect of Schlieffen’s thinking was still felt by the senior officers that fought in the
Second World War who were imbued with the principles of Cannae which would be so well defined as part of the German
Blitzkrieg. No less a military leader but General Erich Ludendorff, the principal German strategist of the First World War,
declared that Schlieffen was “one of the greatest soldiers ever.” no mean testament to the man and his principal book.
‘Fills a very noticeable gap in the history of the Napoleonic Wars by providing a good description of what it was like to be
a member of the Royal Bavarian Army.’ HistoryNet The letters and diaries of Lieutenant Franz Joseph Hausmann are
here placed in the context of the military events of the period by renowned historian John Gill. They stem from
Hausmann’s first campaign in 1805 in the war against Austria, followed by the 1806 and 1807 campaigns in Prussia and
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Poland. In 1809 he was in action against the Tyrolean insurrection and he also fought at Abensberg and Zniam. He was
only twenty-three when he embarked on the ill-fated 1812 invasion of Russia and served as part of the Bavarian corps
that was shattered in this cataclysmic campaign. He survived to describe the 1813 campaign and the 1814 campaign in
France when the Bavarians switched sides and fought against Napoleon. With additional commentary by John Gill on the
Bavarian Army and its campaigns and battles, this book is an important, authoritative addition to the works on the
Napoleonic Wars.
When Napoleon’s Grand Armee went to war against the might of the Habsburg empire in 1809, its forces included more than 100,000 allied
German troops. From his earliest imperial campaigns, these troops provided played a key role as Napoleon swept from victory to victory and
in 1809 their fighting abilities were crucial to the campaign. With Napoleon’s French troops depleted and debilitated after the long struggle in
the Spanish War, the German troops for the first time played a major combat role in the centre of the battle line. Aiming at a union of German
states under French protection to replace the decrepit Holy Roman Empire, Napoleon sought to expand French influence in central Germany
at the expense of the Austrian and Prussian monarchies, ensuring France’s own security. The campaign Napoleon waged in 1809 was his
career watershed. He suffered his first reverse at Aspern. Victory was achieved at Wagram was not the knock-out blow he had envisaged. In
this epic work, John Gill presents an unprecedented and comprehensive study of this year of glory for the German soldiers fighting for
Napoleon, When combat opened they were in the thick of the action, fighting within French divisions and often without any French support
atall. They demonstrated tremendous skill, courage and loyalty.
In August 1805, Napoleon abandoned his plans for the invasion of Britain and diverted his army to the Danube Valley to confront Austrian
and Russian forces in a bid for control of central Europe. The campaign culminated with the Battle of Austerlitz, regarded by many as
Napoleon's greatest triumph, whose far-reaching effects paved the way for French hegemony on the Continent for the next decade. In this
concise volume, acclaimed military historian Gregory Fremont-Barnes uses detailed profiles to explore the leaders, tactics and weaponry of
the clashing French, Austrian and Russian forces. Packed with fact boxes, maps and more, Napoleon's Greatest Triumph is the perfect way
to explore this important battle and the rise of Napoleon's reputation as a supreme military leader.
*Includes pictures *Includes a bibliography for further reading *Includes a table of contents Though Napoleon Bonaparte's unquenchable
thirst for military adventurism eventually cost him both his throne and his freedom during the Napoleonic Wars of the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, the French Emperor was not easily defeated even when most of Europe's nations united against him. Two military setbacks on a
scale unprecedented in history until then were required before the high tide of Napoleon's success began to ebb towards the final
denouement of the Hundred Days and the famous battle of Waterloo. The incredible losses inflicted on Napoleon's Grand Armee by the illfated invasion of Russia in 1812 constituted the first setback to switch the Corsican's life journey from the road of success to that of defeat
and exile. A huge, veteran, highly experienced force, the French Army of Napoleon perished on the rain-soaked tracks and sun-seared plains
of Russia. Napoleon eventually committed over 400,000 men to his Russian project, but at the end of a relatively brief campaign, only about
40,000 men returned alive to Germany, and the Russians took some 100,000 prisoner and largely absorbed them into the Russian military or
population. The remainder died, principally from starvation but also through enemy action and the bitter cold of early winter. The failed
Russian invasion set the stage for the second defeat at Leipzig, which essentially sealed the fate of Napoleon's empire. The four-day Battle of
Leipzig in October 1813, romantically but accurately dubbed the "Battle of the Nations," proved the decisive encounter of the War of the Sixth
Coalition and essentially determined the course the Napoleonic Wars took from that moment forward. All the belligerents showed awareness
that the European conflict's climax was at hand: "There was keen determination in Prussia to exact revenge for the humiliation visited by
Napoleon, but enthusiasm for armed struggle that would bring the eviction of the French found enthusiastic response throughout the German
states. [...] To minimize his army's exposure and purchase time to rebuild, Napoleon might have stood on the defensive, but he followed his
standard strategy of deciding the campaign with a bold advance to achieve decisive victory in one stroke." (Tucker, 2011, 302). The resultant
collision was the single largest field action of the Napoleonic Wars, dwarfing Waterloo in size, complexity, and overall importance. The Battle
of Leipzig was probably the combat which involved the highest concentration of men on a single extended battlefield on the planet up to that
point in history, and would not be exceeded until the vast struggles of the First World War almost precisely a century later. Its outcome
permanently settled what might be called the Napoleonic question, though it could not undo the massive changes Napoleon's conquests
brought to the European continent. The old Europe of feudal nobility, absolute monarchs, strong clerical power, and relatively slow technical
progress soon gave way to the potent dynamism, enormous new mental horizons, and fresh possibilities of the modern age. The Battle of
Leipzig: The History and Legacy of the Biggest Battle of the Napoleonic Wars details the background leading up to the campaign, the fighting,
and the aftermath of France's catastrophic defeat. Along with pictures of important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Battle
of Leipzig like never before, in no time at all.
With this third volume John Gill brings to a close his magisterial study of the war between Napoleonic France and Habsburg Austria. The
account begins with both armies recuperating on the banks of the Danube. As they rest, important action was taking place elsewhere:
Eugene won a crucial victory over Johann on the anniversary of Marengo, Prince Poniatowski's Poles outflanked another Austrian archduke
along the Vistula, and Marmont drove an Austrian force out of Dalmatia to join Napoleon at Vienna. These campaigns set the stage for the
titanic Battle of Wagram. Second only in scale to the slaughter at Leipzig in 1813, Wagram saw more than 320,000 men and 900 guns locked
in two days of fury that ended with an Austrian retreat. The defeat, however, was not complete: Napoleon had to force another engagement
before Charles would accept a ceasefire. The battle at Znaim, its true importance often not acknowledged, brought an extended armistice that
ended with a peace treaty signed in Vienna. Gill uses an impressive array of sources in an engaging narrative covering both the politics of
emperors and the privations and hardship common soldiers suffered in battle. Enriched with unique illustrations, forty maps, and
extraordinary order-of-battle detail, this work concludes an unrivalled English-language study of Napoleon's last victory.
The first volume in a monumental history of the Napoleonic era looks at the Corsican general's rise to power in France, the impact of his
quest for conquest on the changing face of Europe, the seminal events of the period, and the lives of key personalities and their roles during
the time.
Britain is under attack, and winning at Dorking is the only way the empire can be saved It is the late nineteenth century, and a country much
like Germany is on the move in Europe. It has already beaten its rivals on the continent and mobilized to the Netherlands, provoking the fear
of British citizens. Then the nation strikes. Its powerful weapons destroy the Royal Navy, and invasion cannot be far behind. Written as a
hypothetical exercise to raise awareness among average British citizens about the potential danger that a resurgent Germany could pose,
The Battle of Dorking earned its place in literary history as the forerunner to the invasion-novel genre, predating The War of the Worlds by
almost twenty years. The novel’s drama, which culminates in a fight that will change the course of history forever, thrilled audiences when it
was originally released as a serial, and it maintains its power today. This ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and
readability on all devices.
Provides background information on what led to the Austrian campaign, discusses tactics and strategies used during battle, and examines
the consequences of the war

This book brings a highly eventful period of European history to life, chrinicling the battles, campaigns and skirmishes of the
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conflict and the political triumphs and declines of the combatant forces.
A leading expert examines one of Napoleon's most decisive but least analysed victories In early July 1809 Napoleon crossed the
Danube with 187,000 men to confront the Austrian Archduke Charles and an army of 145,000 men. The fighting that followed
dwarfed in intensity and scale any previous Napoleonic battlefield, perhaps any in history: casualties on each side were over
30,000. The Austrians fought with great determination, but eventually the Emperor won a narrow victory. Wagram was decisive in
that it compelled Austria to make peace. It also heralded a new, altogether greater order of warfare, anticipating the massed
manpower and weight of fire deployed much later in the battles of the American Civil War and then at Verdun and on the Somme.
The first comprehensive history of the Fall Campaign that determined control of Central Europe following Napoleon's catastrophic
defeat in Russia.
Renowned for its accuracy, brevity, and readability, this book has long been the gold standard of concise histories of the
Napoleonic Wars. Now in an updated and revised edition, it is unique in its portrayal of one of the world's great generals as a
scrambler who never had a plan, strategic or tactical, that did not break down or change of necessity in the field. Distinguished
historian Owen Connelly argues that Napoleon was the master of the broken play, so confident of his ability to improvise, cover his
own mistakes, and capitalize on those of the enemy that he repeatedly plunged his armies into uncertain, seemingly desperate
situations, only to emerge victorious as he "blundered" to glory. Beginning with a sketch of Napoleon's early life, the book
progresses to his command of artillery at Toulon and the "whiff of grapeshot" in Paris that netted him control of the Army of Italy,
where his incredible performance catapulted him to fame. The author vividly traces Napoleon's campaigns as a general of the
French Revolution and emperor of the French, knowledgeably analyzing each battle's successes and failures. The author depicts
Napoleon's "art of war" as a system of engaging the enemy, waiting for him to make a mistake, improvising a plan on the spot-and
winning. Far from detracting from Bonaparte's reputation, his blunders rather made him a great general, a "natural" who depended
on his intuition and ability to read battlefields and his enemy to win. Exploring this neglected aspect of Napoleon's battlefield
genius, Connelly at the same time offers stirring and complete accounts of all the Napoleonic campaigns.
A dramatic fictional re-creation of the 1809 battle of Essling captures the events of the conflict, NapolTon's first major defeat,
through the experiences of real-life people of the time, including the writer Stendhal, the painter Lejeune, and NapolTon himself.
Winner of the Prix Goncourt & Grand Prix du Roman de l'AcadTie Frantaise. Reprint.
Ever since the 15th century Switzerland had been exporting professional soldiers to serve as mercenaries for foreign monarchies.
Napoleon, therefore, was not the first to make full use of the martial qualities of the Swiss and obtained Swiss agreement to
expand the recruitment of regiments for service in the French Army. Napoleon would use Swiss troops on the battlefields of Italy
and Spain, and in 1812 re-organize the four original regiments into a single division for the invasion of Russia, with each regiment
having three full-strength battalions. In November of 1812, meeting up with Napoleon's main force retreating from Moscow at the
Berezina River, the Swiss on the west bank guarded the approaches to the pontoon bridges from the Russian attack to the south.
Just 1,200 Swiss out of the approximately 8,000 that entered Russia were left to face, along with 8,000 other remnants of other
units, the 30,000-strong Russian army. The Swiss held their ground and when their ammunition ran out they charged the Russians
with bayonets. This book reveals the proud combat history of the Swiss troops of Napoleon's army as well as the colourful
uniforms they wore.
This history of the 1809 Franco-Austrian War presents an in-depth chronicle Napoleon’s last great victory. On April 10th, 1809,
while Napoleon was occupied in Western Europe with the Peninsular War, the Austrian Empire launched a surprise attack that
sparked the War of the Fifth Coalition. Though France would ultimately win the conflict, it would be Napoleon’s last victorious war.
Even then, the margin of French superiority was decreasing. Archduke Charles, the best of the Habsburg commanders, led a
reformed Austrian Army that was arguably the best ever fielded by the Danubian Monarchy. Though caught off guard, the French
Emperor reversed a dire strategic situation with stunning blows that he called his 'most brilliant and most skillful maneuvers'.
Following a breathless pursuit down the Danube valley, Napoleon occupied the palaces of the Habsburgs for the second time in
four years. He would win many battles in his future campaigns, but never again would one of Europe's great powers lie broken at
his feet. In Thunder on the Danube, historian John H. Gill tackles the political background of the war, including the motivations
behind the Austrian offensive. Gill also demonstrates that 1809 was both a high point of the First Empire as well as a watershed,
for Napoleon's armies were declining in quality and he was beginning to display the corrosive flaws that contributed to his downfall
five years later. His opponents, on the other hand, were improving.
The acclaimed Napoleonic historian sheds new light on a fascinating yet little-known battle in the Franco-Austrian War. Occurring
in July of 1809, the Battle of Znaim was the last to be fought on the main front of the Franco-Austrian War. Cut short to make way
for an armistice it effectively ended hostilities between France and Austria and is now considered a unique episode of
simultaneous conflict and diplomacy. The battle began as a result of the Austrian decision to stage a rearguard action near Znaim,
prompting the Bavarians to unsuccessfully storm a nearby town. As the battle progressed over the course of the two days, the
village changed hands a number of times. Historian John H. Gill delves into the tactics of both sides as the two armies continually
changed positions and strategies. His account dissects and investigates the dual aspects of the Battle of Znaim and explains the
diplomatic decisions that resulted in the peace treaty which was signed at Schonbrunn Palace on October 14th, 1809.
This in-depth study of The Battle of Austerlitz, considered Napoleon’s greatest victory, won the Napoleon Foundation’s History
Grand Prize. Sometimes called The Battle of Three Emperors, Napoleon’s victory against the combined forces of Russia and
Austria brought a decisive end to The War of the Third Coalition. The magnitude of the French achievement against a larger army
was met by sheer amazement and delirium in Paris, where just days earlier the nation had been teetering on the brink of financial
collapse. In 1805: Austerlitz, historian Robert Goetz demonstrates how Napoleon and his Grande Armée of 1805 defeated a
formidable professional army that had fought the French armies on equal terms five years earlier. Goetz analyses the planning of
the opposing forces and details the course of the battle hour by hour, describing the fierce see-saw battle around Sokolnitz, the
epic struggle for the Pratzen Heights, the dramatic engagement between the legendary Lannes and Bagration in the north, and the
widely misunderstood clash of Napoleon’s Imperial Guard and Alexander’s Imperial Leib-Guard. Goetz’s detailed and balanced
assessment of the battle exposes many myths that have been perpetuated and even embellished in other accounts.
The Franco-Austrian War of 1809 was Napoleon's last victorious war. This volume tackles the political background to the war,
especially the motivations that prompted Austria to launch an offensive against France while Napoleon and many of his veterans
were distracted in Spain.
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The Seven Years' War was the pinnacle of 18th-century warfare, with dramatic campaigns and battles, famous leaders, and wide
variety of colourful uniforms. Compared with the later Napoleonic Wars, tactics were simpler, armies more professional, and
battles tended to be smaller. Using these quick-to-learn rules, players can bring this period to the tabletop, recreating anything
from a small skirmish to a major pitched battle. Although simple, the rules allow for a wide range of tactics and reward historical
play. That said, fog of war sometimes produces unexpected results and units don't always obey their orders! The game moves
quickly, and players must be prepared to regroup and counterattack or to press home an advantage – a lot can happen in one
move!
True, first-hand accounts of combat and soldiering from the men who fought for Napoleon Bonparte and the First French Empire:
“Fascinating stuff” (Stuart Asquith, author of Military Modelling). The French side of the Napoleonic Wars is often presented from
a strategic point of view, or in terms of military organization and battlefield tactics, or through officers’ memoirs. Fighting for
Napoleon:French Soldiers’ Letters, 1799–1815, based on more than sixteen hundred letters written by French soldiers of the
Napoleonic armies, shares the perspectives and experiences of the lowest, ordinary ranks of the army who fought on the
frontlines. Authors Bernard Wilkin and René Wilkin provide an informative read of common soldiers’ lives for military and cultural
historians as well as a fascinating counterpoint to the memoirs of Cpt. Jean-Roch Coignet, Col. Marcellin de Marbot, or Sgt. Adrien
Bourgogne. “A superb guide to the experience and motivation of military service that is based on a wide trawl of relevant letters . .
. A first-rate work that is of much wider significance.” —Professor Jeremy Black, author of The Battle of Waterloo “Provides the
reader with a good insight into the lives of ordinary French of the Napoleonic Wars . . . Direct accounts of campaigns and battle,
recruitment and training, barrack life, the experience of captivity and being wounded are all here, based on letters written most by
uneducated men to their immediate family . . . This really is fascinating stuff, and surely a ‘must’ for students of Napoleonic
warfare.” —Stuart Asquith, author of Military Modelling: Guide to Solo Wargaming
In 1814, after two successive years of defeat in Russia and central Europe, Napoleon was faced with the ultimate disaster - an
Allied invasion of France itself. The conduct of the intense, fast-moving campaign that followed has been widely hailed as one of
his greatest feats as a commander, yet it has rarely been described fully and objectively. Andrew Uffindell, in this gripping and
original study, reconstructs the campaign, reassesses Napoleon's military leadership and provides a masterly account of a
campaign that helped shape modern Europe. Using numerous eyewitness accounts, Napoleon 1814 records the swift succession
of clashes in graphic detail, leading up to the final battle outside Paris, the biggest and bloodiest of the entire campaign, and then
the extraordinary drama of Napoleon's abdication. It shows for the first time how the course of the campaign was repeatedly
determined by the weather and the terrain. The author also covers events off the battlefield, and examines a strangely neglected
aspect of the campaign: the devastating impact on the civilian population. He provides a vivid and moving portrayal of a society
traumatized by the brutal experience of war, as ordinary people struggled to survive and confront the moral dilemmas posed by
enemy occupation.
“An impressive source book on the conflict, high on information and data.”—Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research
September 7, 1812, is by itself one of the most cataclysmic days in the history of war: 74,000 casualties at the Battle of Borodino.
And this was well before the invention of weaspons of mass destruction like machine guns or breech-loading rifles. In this detailed
study of one of the most fascinating military campaigns in history, George Nazfiger includes a clear exposition on the power
structure in Europe at the time leading up to Napoleon’s fateful decision to attempt what turned out to be impossible: the conquest
of Russia. Also featured are complete orders of battle and detailed descriptions of the opposing forces.

In Napoleon and the Operational Art of War, the leading scholars of Napoleonic military history provide the most
authoritative analysis of Napoleon’s battlefield success and ultimate failure in a work that features the very best of
campaign military history.
This groundbreaking book offers the only complete history of Napoleon’s grand experiment to construct a model state,
that for all of its promise on paper, collapsed after just six years. Tracing the rise and fall of the Kingdom of Westphalia,
Sam Mustafa provides a comprehensive investigation of this fascinating chapter of the Napoleonic Wars.
In this third volume John H. Gill brings to a close his magisterial study of the 1809 war between Napoleonic France and
Habsburg Austria. This final volume begins with the principal armies of both antagonists recuperating on the Danube’s
banks. As they prepared for the next encounter, important actions were taking place in distant theaters of war: Eugene
brought his army into Hungary and won a crucial victory over Johann on the anniversary of Marengo, Prince
Poniatowski’s Poles outflanked another Austrian archduke along the Vistula, and future marshal Marmont drove an
Austrian force out of Dalmatia to join Napoleon at Vienna. These subsidiary campaigns all set the stage for the clash that
would decide the war: the titanic Battle of Wagram. Second only in scale to the three-day slaughter at Leipzig in 1813,
Wagram saw more than 320,000 men and 900 guns locked in two days of fury that ended with Austrian retreat. The
defeat, however, was not entirely complete and Napoleon had to force yet another major engagement on the Austrians
before Charles would accept a ceasefire. This under-appreciated battle at Znaim introduced an extended armistice that
finally ended with a peace treaty signed in Vienna in October. Gill makes use of an impressive array of sources to
present a lively account that covers the conflict from the diplomacy of emperors to the common soldiers suffering the
privations of campaigning and the horrors of battle as they attempt to carry out their duties. Enriched with uncommon
illustrations, more than 40 specially prepared maps, and extraordinary order of battle detail, this work concludes an
unprecedented English language study of Napoleon’s last victorious war.
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